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Security up;
thefts down
JEREMIAH JENNE
Chief Staff Writer
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Storm stalls sports
events over break
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En route to Asheville, North Carolina, the sixth concert site of the
Wooster Chorus' annual spring break
tour, several students agreed that this
year's tour had been too uneventful.
We need a flat tire, or to leave somebody behind," several Chorus members joked.
Little did anybody know that the
next four days would make this year's
tour the "Storm of the Century" tour,
arguably the most unforgettable Chorus tour in history.
Upon arriving in Asheville March
19, snow was beginning to stick on
the ground, and reports began circulating that the "blizzard of the century" was about to strike.
SuU, the concert went on, and most
Chorus members left with their host
familiesforthenighL Over ten women
in the Chorus, though, had to stay in a
photo by JOSHUA FAGANS
Super 8 MoteL since their host famiFirst-yeTim O'Rourke, like many Chorus members on tour, discov-cre- d
lies were wary of driving in the snow.
hobby while hi Asheville; shoveling snow.
new
a
Chorus members awoke the next
Richards, who kept a journal of the
rooming to two feet of snow, and a he decided the Chorus would remain
tour, said "it was like colonial rimes
until he made the careful, final call.
phone call from either Professor John
again.
were
members
Meanwhile,
Chorus
Chorus,
director
or
RusselL
Jike being cut off from the
of the
world."
DeWitt Tipton, director of music at placed in various unusual and memoBy Sunday evening, the temperarable situations. For one, Asheville
the church where the. Chorus performed, to inform everybody the Cho-ru- s tour bousing had been arranged as ture in the house where Richards
stayed had reached 37 degrees; each
"random roommate night," meaning
would stay in Asheville.
ofhad six to nine blankets. For meals,
Saturday in Asheville stretched into that Chorus members were not housed
they were reduced to cooking
Sunday. At that poinLRussell left the with their usual tour roommates.
Many spent much of the time with-ohome where he was staying and found
continued on page 2, col. 3
student Richard
power. First-yedriving conditions so treacherous that
ar

Spring break passed quietly with
according to
no reported break-inDirector of Security Keith James. Hie
news comes as a relief to the campus
community following the rash of burs,

glaries which occurred during the
Thanksgiving and winter vacations.
Sensor alarms, installed in conjunction with the College's maintenance
staff, placed in some residence halls
as well as increased security and restrictions regarding building access
were some of the measures employed
by Security over the break.
"Increased concern and increased
cooperation as well as support from a
cross section of the campus helped us
a great deal,'' said James, adding that
students both on campus and on break
were "very cooperative."
James also cited better communication between students and staff as a
way of improving campus security
during spring break.
"Gedit has to be given to everyone
and our success can be attributed to
the support which we received from
the community,' said James, "security is everyone's concern."
When asked whether or not Campus Security felt any additional pressure this break to prevent a repeat of
tte Christmas andThanks giving s,
James responded that "it is a
continuous pressure to insure people
and property are well protected."
fias-coe-

continued on page 2, col.
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AMANDA JUNKIN
Staff Writer
Spring break proved to be an uneventful time for Wooster's sports
teams. With the onset of "the blizzard," most events were canceled and
schedules had to be
Weather conditions were unbearable for sporting events even went
teams went south. Senior Chris
Cingolani, a baseball team player,
reported high winds and rain when
the team was in Deland, Florida. In
some cases, there was even snowfall
"Around twelve midnight on that
Friday, it started to snow and it didn't
stop," men's lacrosse coach Tim Clark
said of the weather in Lexington, Virginia, where the team traveled over
break.
Games ended up being canceled
for the baseball team in Florida and
for the golf team in Myrtle Beach,
South Carolina. The Florida A&M
relays were postponed in Tallahassee
for the track team. In addition, a
match against The Wesleyan University of Connecticut was canceled in
Hilton Head, South Carolina, for the
men's tennis team.
Theschedule for the men's lacrosse
re-arrang- ed.

continued on page 11, col.

5

Students tell more spring
break weather stories on

page2.

Seniors celebrate completion of Nichols named Voice editor;
LS. with traditional parade
assumes responsibilities fall '93
ELISEM. BATES
Assistant News Editor
The class of 1993 recently finished
the long haul to complete its education at Wooster Independent Study
(LS.).
Seniors began working on their
projects as early as last summer and
turned them in as late as five minutes
before the deadline, Monday at4 pjn.
The celebration began Monday with
a parade from Kauke Arch to the

Underground. Dean of Faculty
Yvonne Williams, Vice President of

Academic Affairs R. Stanton Hales,
Professor Akwasi Osei and the Scot
Band Pipe and Drum corps led the
seniors.
Various awards were riven at the
Underground celebration. .The Most

LS. parade photo spread, p. 6--7
Interesting Binding Award went to art
major Kirstin Schmidt, who used burlap and copper wire to fasten her
work. Two awards were given for the
longest LS. English major Sarah
Koester completed 259 pages which
measured 25 mm. Theater major
Rachel Bjork's LS. measured 29 mm.
This included various appendixes.
The Shortest LS. Award went to
Joseph Feinleib for a ten page I.S. He
is an art major and also submitted an
array of artwork.
Biology major Carolyn Wert was
the first senior to receive her button
and tootsie rolL She handed her LS. in
on Jan. 28. At the opposite end of the
,

continued on page 2, col. 3

EMILY SILVERMAN

AH3ant Ftifnr

The Publications Committee has
selected Judy Nichols to assume the
of
responsibilities of
The Wooster Voice for the 1993-9- 4
academic year. The decision was
made shortly before spring break, following an application and interview
process involving Nichols and two
Other applicants.
Nichols, ajunior English major and
political science minor from Chagrin
Falls, Ohio, joined the Voice staff her
sophomore year as a news and feature
writer and was granted the position of
News Editor for the current year.
For her editorship, Nichols intends
to "continue improvements I've seen
Editor-in-Chi- ef

this year, especially in reference to
qualuy, organization and writing.and
assemble a strong staff."
When asked about her reasons for
desiring the editorship, Nichols replies, "I've enjoyed working on the
paper the past two years, and I feel
I've progressed a lot
"I ve been introduced to many student and administrative leaders on

campus, and

applying for the

editorship seemed lie a natural step,"
she said.
Nichols also actively participates
in music department activities and is a
member of the campus Christian Science organization.
Students interested in joining the
Voice staff next year should contact
Nichols in the next few weeks.

NEWS

Page 2

News Briefs

Stormofthecentury'freezes
students' spring break plans

NATIONAl
Prompted by deaths in the Northwest, President dimon's administration
proposed an overall national system that will change inspection procedures for
all meat in the U.S. 10 protect against dangerous bacteria.
More than a dozen people were killed in a hctd fire in Chicago. It was
described as the worst fire in several years.
President Clinton's actaimstration approved an Oregon health plan
criticized for rationing health care. The admimstration told the state to revise
in ranking of services.
A medical doctor was shot and killed outside a Florida abortion clinic by
Abortion rights advocates claim this
a man described as lanabcalry
incident was an inevitible culmination of at least a decade of physically violent
acts and dernostrations.
Reseachers say that genes might play as strong a rote in determirring female
sexual orientation as dictating the preferences of homosexual men.
The only Supreme Court Justice to have been appointed by a danccratic
president. Justice Byron "Whizzer" White, arnounced that be wiS retire at the
end of the current term.
pro-life- ."

TrDowcrnirigcorrrparryan

showed the silicone gd used in breast implants was not inert and was a strong
irritant of the immune system. These findmgs were directly cjposite to earlier
stated findings.

INTERNA TIUNATT
The ccmrnurua-daminate- d
party congressmMoacow voted overwelmingry
to put sharp curbs on Boris Yeltsin's powers and to cancel a refemdum he had
hoped would give him a popular mandate for accelerating economic change.
Yeltsin was frustrated with congress for continuing to print money causing
severe inflation.
In his first public appearence since cenfrontationwim the Party Corigress
Yeltsin appealed for aid from the visiting President ofFrance to help stop whar
he calls a communist comeback.
that the U.S. will
President Clinton told Reverend
step up plans to help restore democracy in Haiti, but did not act a deadline by
which Father Arisode must be returned to power as President.
The Isreali police chief urged more citizens to carry guns as a result of
murders on the West Bank and a lack of internal security.
Washington will nearly double the amont of airsuppues to the besieged
town in eastern Bosnia, but remain urcommiiied to a request to use military
craft to remove injured persons from Srebrenica.
Iraq was accused by the Pentagon of serious war crirnes against captured
prisoners of war during the Persian Gulf War. Torturing and killing Kuwatis
and damaging the environment were also on the list of war crimes.
Jeart-BertraudArist-

Professor Shuichi Wada, the 1992 GLCA Japan Study Exchange Professor,
of the Department of Sociology at Waseda Uraveniry in Tokyo, will be
dehvering a lecture enriiVri Tairoess in a Vertically Divided Society:
Egaiiarianisra and Paternalism in Modern Japan" on Mooday, March 29 at
4 pjn. in Babcock Lounge.
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early "to beat the storm." But her
early departure was to no avail; she
traveled at five miles per hour, when

The sunny days expected by many
Wooster students for this year's spring
break were not enjoyed due to a surprisingly large amount of snow and
impassable roads.
Fim year Clint Behm spent the first
week ot spring break in Florida. Trying to get home afterwards, he hit
traffic and spent the next twenty-fohours at a complete standstill,. The
nearest store was approximately five
miles away. His entire trip from
Florida to Ohio took three days.
Behm was not the only student to
have problems returning from spring
break in Florida. Sophomores Cathy

she was actually moving. According
to Lerch, roads were thick wiih ice
and gas stations were packed. Truck
drivers helped out other travelers by
providing them with coffee and giving CB reports. State troopers were
often inaccurate with their information about the interstates, which created even more traffic prcMerns. The
water level under the bridge from St.
Petersburg to Tampa, was to high it
splashed passing vehicles.
Senior Phil Jones hit a snow drift
while driving ot Ohio Rt. 62. His car
turned two hundred and seventy degrees into a bank of snow. He spent
the next few hours digging his car out
from four feet of snow with an ice
scraper, taking breaks only to warm
up in the car. The motivation was
knowing that I had a flight for Florida
at 8 ajn. the next morning and I had to
get out of this damn ditch."

ur

Lecky, Jenny Seaman and Emily
Stowe spent fifteen hours in a car
without moving. They brought food
for the trip and were lucky to be stuck
near an exit ramp where a bathroom
and telephone were available.
Junior Tiffany Lerch left Florida

J

S

'91 alumnus
dies in Austrian
avalanche
Compiled with information appear-in-g
in The Wooster Daily Record

John MSyverud 1191 was killed
March 13 in an avalanche near

Saalfelden, Austria.
Syverud and his skiing companion,
were caught in the avalanche. After
they were found, a rescue helicopter
rushed them to a Salzburg hospital
where both later died.
Syverud was originally from Pleasant Valley, Iowa. He was a German
major at wooster, and later attended
Freiburg University in Freiburg. Germany.
Memorial services will be held at a
later date in Davenport, Iowa. The
family has asked for memorial contributions to be made to The College of
Wooster, the Wayiand Academy, St
Katharine's St. Mark's School; or
The Nature Conservancy .
Syverud is survived by his parents,
one sister, and one brother.

Chorus tour forced to cancel three spring Africa Week 1993
break concerts because of snowstorm
to celebrate rich
On Monday.Russell began to make
continued fromfront page
cultural heritage
plans for the Chorus to depart

scrambled eggs and toast over the
. v.
house's fireplace. :
. CHher Chorus members had rower,,
for nearly the entire time and even
enjoyed such luxuries as cable TV
and, as sophomore Brian Pollack said,
"fantastic grits and cornbread. Considering the tircumsonces, I thought
the hospitality of the host families
was unbelievable."
Those staying in the hotel ale their
meals at Hardee's, Waffle House and
Cracker Barrel. The College reimbursed their meal expenses, and the
church where the Chorus performed
insisted upon footing the hotel bilL
Aj the days wore on, many seniors
became nervous about completing
their Independent Studies on time.
Since the tour eventually stretched a
day and a half beyond the planned
time, seniors who asked far an exten-sio- n
were given until Tuesday at 1:30.

Asheville. A central problem was
retrieving abctt twenty Chores rnem-be- rs
who were boused in particularly
treacherous areas; after several phone
calls, the North Carolina National
Guard came to the rescue wuh a
Drive Troop Transport
' On Wednesday morning, the ChoSix-Whe-

el

rus finally departed for Wooster.

RussefltcM the Oxrus that thei "selfless behavior" and "concern for others" were "the very essence of the
human experience and a model for a
civilized society." He was particularly appreciative that no one had
complained to him about any aspect
of the situation.
Afchough the blizzard canceled the
final three concern of the lour, the
Chorus still has a chance to perform
today at 8:13 in Gault Recital HalL
The Chorus will give the season's
final performance Sunday m Xenia.

Monday's LS. festivities turn sour with
problems in Lowry Dining Hall

SGZLIOWMAN

C

LISAHANNAN
Staff Writer

ide

National and international news briefs compiled by Staff Writer
NINA LANY wirti information from The Hew York Times

264-71-
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continued fromfront page
spectrum, history majorDanidPerrins
rushed his LS. to the RegistarsOffice
shortly before 4 pm. on Monday.
The whole LS. celebration has
been growing." registrarGlenn Davis
said. He explained that students turn
studies into the Registar's Office and
receive buttons and tootsie rolls, marking a College tradition. Buttons were
handedoutto384senkn this year; 35
students have yet to turn their LSj in.
"It was a quieter day in comparison
to LS. days in past years," Davis said.
He noted that fewer Wooster parents
photographed their students turning

mLS.

Monday's festivities, however,

turned sourwhen ecstatic seniors took

the celebration into the Lowry Dining
Hall, throwing food and other objects.
regret enormously the damage
done to Lowry Dining Hall," Hales
said. "We must find a way to prevent
this happening again." Hales said the
unity at the Underground was incredible and "it was unfortunate to see
such a good day end in such a way."
Director of Food Service Howard
Raber said he was very disappointed
in the student body. "I don't think it
was directed at Food Service, but the
celebration spilled over into the

1

Din-ingRoo-

m."

Raber said that be requested a
change in future LS. celebrations.
"I don't fed my managers get paid
enough to have to withstand food
being thrown at them," he said.

LIYA AKLILU
Special to the Voice
Next week a whole new world will
be presented to the campus as part of
Africa Week 1993.
The issues explored will not be the
usual ones of political struggle and
apartheid but instead Africa's rich
cultural heritage.
Various people have worked hard
to bring Africa to Wooster. One will
be taken back in time to learn of the
history of African music and will
eventually be brought to the present
wuh a dramatization of poetry. An
exhibition of artifacts and a movie
will give one a glimpse of Africa.

Songs, dances and a dinner at

Mackey Hall featuring various African dishes will provide one wim the
chance to experience the vibrancy
and the color that is Africa.

Campus sighs in
relief after year's
break
first theft-fre- e
continuedfrom front page
Although there were no reported
incidents this past break, Wooster
police are still looking for suspects in
connection with theTnanbgrvingand
Christmas burglaries. The investigators currently have no leads although
the case remains open.
The Wooster Pcdepartrnentand
Campus Security continue to urge
arryone wro hasaTry information
to contact
the Christmas break-in- s
Keith James at Campus Security with
that fflforTTWflnn.
.

The Lowry Center Director's

Office has a position opening for

the 1993-9- 4 school year.
Contact Nancy Masser in the
Director's Office.

iIVni.;i
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While each student has one project to do,
the College professors may have as many
as six or seven to consume
Ttw Independent Study
sequence has been a tradition at Wooster forabout as
long as anyone can remern- -

'the 'admissions. oQce Ibid

I

mi

all of us when we came a
visiting. What they didn't
tell us was how much stress
LS. really is, how many

hours seniors spend

cult things for me is trying
:
j
to
political science professor
1

Eric Moskowitz,

searching, writing, and
their work, and how I
much alcohol seniors consume once they're done.
They also don't tell us about how
much work LS. is for professors and
other academic staff members. That's
right Professors have to do LS. too.
Most people don't think of it that way,
but as English professor Nancy Grace
stated. That's a rood wav to out iL
because it is kind of like doing the
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projects."-
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who

added, "This year, I think I
had something like 12 or 13

rere-visi-

three senior LS. advisees,
Bromund recognizes that
other departments such as
English and history often

ef

junior or senior I.S.s."
Moskowitz had what is

known as a double load of Independent Study projects. "It's hard to keep
in your head a dozen projects." He
would rather teach more courses than
take on more LS. loads. "On I.S.S that
work, it's greater than any course," he
said, but states that overall, he is, "not
a great fan of LS." He does believe
that it is, "a great thing intellectually."
Linda Bromund, a consultant in the
Reading and Writing Center, says that,
I.5.J takes about 0 percent ot

Grace had a heaw LS. load this
projects, and
year, juggling six
acting as a soft of "trurd'reader'' on wfuVcenteraxisultar
another. She says she spent about six January and springbreak. And while
hours per week - one hour per project "the center tries to ensure that non-I.working with seniors on Irioepert-- students have enough time for their
work, Bromund says it's hard bedent Study this past semester, along
cause LS. is such a large part of the
with consulting meetings on the sev
academic program.
enth project
These are just a handful of LS.
Heather
in
the sociology department, staled that stories from professors and academic
LS. can sometimes be frustrating and staff members. And while most proa lot of work. Once IJSs are turned in, fessors find the LS. experience to be
Fitz --Gibbon sometimes reads 200 rewarding, others are not as overpages of LS. per night That reading joyed with the prospect of advising
does not include her preparation for sometimes as many as six or seven
the classes she teaches, in addition to students yearafteryearas they underher duties as a first and second reader. take major research projects. A large
Richard Bromund, a professor in number of seniors recognize this. As
the chemistry department, has had as one senior friend of mine said. The
many as six advisees in a semester. To college forces professors to do LS. as
him, "that is a tremendous load." His much as it forces us to do it" But there
ideal situation would be io have three are a lot of seniors who don't recogor four senior LS. people," as well as nize this. These are the students who
turn in multiple chapters ad expect
"two classes and two labs per week."
He said that while the chemistry de-partment tends not to have more than
continued on page 4, col. 4
'

1.

75-8-

S.

Fitz-uiocxn,aprote- ssor

For this senior, LS.

was all truly an

experience in duality; she admits she even
sort of liked it (at times)
I went to an interview for

a fellowship in St Louis
over break. It was pretty
interesting because one of
me juuges nappenea id oc a
CoDege-'Wbbster grad
from 1985. After a full day

rri

For three years I've

watched the parade with all
of the seniors stumbling
down the Kauke walkway.
Now I can't believe that
Pm the smiling senior on
the parade.
It seemed like everything
of interviews we started
happened in slow motion. I
talking about good old Woo
couldn't believe all of the
and the very first thing he
people at the Underground.
asked me, knowing that I
You mean to tell me these
was a senior, was how LS.
Feature Editor) people go to Wooster? I
was going.
have never seen half of
"Isn't LS. due pretty
them. And I've spent four years with
soon?" he asked. I told him it was and
them at this school? I've got to get out
that I had even brought it to the intermore.
view with me so that I could finish
Even the people that I didn't know
writting, uh, I mean revising it if I had
a few minutes to spare. He proceeded I felt very close to . You could see it in
to tell me all about his I.S.-- he was a everyone's eyes; they all were feeling
history major and wrote his LS. on the same relief that I was. I hugged
World War II with Professor Gates. It people I haven't talked to for years. I
was strange how I had an instant even hugged people I don't particubonding with this man. He was the larly like.
I' ve been thinking about what to do
only one in the room who could understand and empathize with what I with my Tootsie Roll for some time. I
haven't quite decided on a proper
was going through.
for it I can't bring myself to
display
My friends at other colleges just
don't seem to understand. They 're all eat the Tootsie Roll, although my
breezing through their senior year. roommate keeps threatening to eat
All of the hard work is over for them. mine whenever I leave the room.
It would be interesting to find out
They just play around and study for
seniors do with their Tootsie
what
the GREs. (No wonder Wooster stu
Rolls. I wonder what percentage of
dents don't score that well.)
"Oh, is that the really big paper you students eat them? I think 111 shellac
have to write?" they ask when I talk mine.
I know of some seniors who actuabout it "Yea, it's that really big
miss LS. and are sad that it's over.
ally
explanation
I
long
respond.
A
paper,"
(I won't give out their names because
wouldn't help becuase a person sim
I don't want them receiving nasty
ply can't fully comprehend it unless
"
phone calls.)
they go through it
New, I wouldn't go so far as to say
(Here's a hint for the juniors doing
doing my I.S. I'm glad it's over
miss
I
is
now-tas
font
Bookman
he
LS . right
tagasGxirierbutitlooks like Times.) and I feel about three hundred pounds
I admit that there were
Turning LS. in was very surreal. lighter-b- ut
when I did actually
year
this
times
anticipating
waiting
and
You've been
the Monday after spring break ever enjoy it Don't, misunderstand me.
since you've chosen a topic. I take I'm not talking every day or anything,
that back. You've been anticipating it but there were some instances when I
ever since your first year. The day was
continued on page 4, col. 5
bizarre.
1
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Speak
Mind
Your
what are yourplans?
Now that Senior
LS. is completed,

Profs do LS. too What to do with
condued from page 3
LS. Tootsie
that
that professors will be able to return
their work instantly.
Roll?? Some
The other thing to keep in mind is
that just in the same way that we, as thoughts. . .
no, I'm
students, have all said,
Xi

Kristea Rogers: "Relax and catch op on the rest of the
reading that I neglected for the past semester."

EriaSkkrs: "Co home and be unemployed.''
JeaHobeott:

To spend time with friends, have fun and

get ready for Ohio State Law School. Abo try to finish
paying off bills."
Stevcjoaes: Tkcon

can.

..

Abric Vaa Damn: "Enjoy the rest of the semester."

Tammy Bergen To relax and enjoy the rest of the
semester. Catchup on all the stuff I missed while playing
sports for4 years. TobreakTrackrecordsardworkonmy
resume."

Matt Yates: "Graduate, start my job, and get married."

Briaa Ganagben Triple Yahtzee, 500 Rummie, and
relaxing."
Steve Bias: "I plan to sleep for a day, vegetate and throw
! party this weekend."

a big

To search desperatdy for something else

to procrastinate on."

Try to do
an LM.
all the Hole papers in advance and try not to fail Advanced
Ballroom Dancing
. so I can graduate."
AD-Ameri-

Katly WHson:

Sarah Koesten "Dance naked through Lowry lettuce and
put jeUo in the lights."
Betsy Albright: TatTaco BelL rent movies and see how
many free trips to graduate schools I can get"

Brekke Jacobson: Tat, sleep, and run around naked."
compiled by ALFRED THOMPSON, Public Opinion Editor

Letters

thetem-porary"prrfcs3ors- ,bu

dinarily complicated, but I think it
could use some modifications so that
respected professors are not the ones
who leave. It is the students who
suffer as a result of this economically
beneficial approach to hiring and keeping professors.
In the meantime, we as students are
confused as to what we are supposed
to do, aside from offering unsolicited
suppon for professors whose jobs are
in jeopardy. We see our favorite professors not returning because their
positions are not being refunded, yet
we see tuition increasing. The tuition
students and our families must pay
perpetuates a system that is not necessarily maintaining what is in the students' best iriten but instead is supporting the routine and the necessary.
Next year we have to pay $19,875,
and for that amount of money, our
best interests as students should be
acted upon accordingly.
KATE PETERSON
first-yestudent
ar

Mom's in need of new smoking policy;
current situation is problematic
I think that something has to be
done about the smoking policy in

Mom's.
Dividing the room into smoking

and nonsmoking sections is just not
enough. Smoke permeates the whole
room, making it unpleasant for
That's not how it should be!
With the knowledge that society has
today about smoking and the effects
of secondhand smoke on nonsmok-er- s,
something should be done.
non-smoke- rs.

pro-fesso- r,"

continued from page

3

said to myself, "This thing isn't so
It's more talk than anything. I
kinda like what I've written." I think
bad.

any senior win admit that ithas crossed
his or her mind at least once.
The great thing about going through
LS. is that all of the other papers for
your classes seem like a walk in the
park. I had a paper due for a class in
the middle of the week which had to
be 4 to 6 pages long.
Only 4to 6 pages? That's just a
small thought m LS. You become
very prolific (luring the LS. process.
My first year I would have started
freaking out two weeks in advance
arid written three drafts. Now I can do
that paper blindfolded.
' I don't think that anything I do in
the future will be as horrible and as
wonderful as LS.

Yeltsin's job from Hell

Students made to suffer when respected Original recipe for
'temporary' professors leave the College; fettucdni alfredo
It started with my chemistry prothe tenure contract would be extraorshould be revived

fessor, then my religion professor,
and then my friends told me that their
math, philosophy, political science,
Mark sniffles, comrmmicarions, dance
(the list goes on) professors were not
coming back next semester either.
All of these departments are losing
some of their best prof essors this year
because their "temporary" positions
are not being funded again. But doesn't
it seem rather backwards that the
majority of the professors whom the
students enjoy and speak well of are
the ones who are not returning?
I am not saying that professors in
the tenured positions are not just as
challenging and energetic as
I am questioning why it is those tenured professors
who are not as stimulating as the
"temporary" professors are the ones
who remain. I understand that according to a tenure contract, a professor
cannot be fired unless he or she behaves in an unscrupulous manner or
his or her behavior is detrimental to
the reputation of the college. Tochange

going to have to work with thai
nrofessors have also said that
about LS. projects. And let's face it,
every student has to have an advisor.
Not to preach, (because I know, I
know, I'm only a junior, and as I've
been told numerous times, I "don't
know what I.S. is,") but I think too
many seniors tend to forget that professors put in an awful lot of time as
wen. Sure, their graduation doesn't
depend on completing LS but their
tenure files do.
We all need to keep in mind that
none of us who are working on LS.,
whether junior or senior, could do it
without our advisors. So as we congratulate the seriicrs, or m their case,
they congratulate each other, I just
thought I'd congratulate the profes-so- n
hey, y'an, senior LS. is over for
another year.

The new fettuccini alfredo what is
the deal with thaft It used to be one of
the few dishes I actually looked forward to eating at Lowry. It was served
every other Friday night with roast
beef and peas and mushrooms. It was
something I could count on.sticky,
clumpy, and served casserole-stylButrccenUy, without warning, there
was a traumatic change, causing an
e.

outcry among Lo

wry-goer- s.

The

alfredo sauce had been transformed -Elmer's
it is now made of
Glue, has no taste, and is served over
"buttered noodles," as if it were beef
Stroganoff or something. Then they
decided to serve it with a twist of
broccoliifor lunch on Tuesday, which
added color, but did nothing for the'
taste or texture.
I know that I am not alone in this
sentiment. Four out of five students
agree - the new alfredo is a disaster.
We laud your innovative menu, Mr.
Lowry, but please, please bring back
the original recipe. Our livelihood
depends on it
two-thir- ds

CARRIE STODDARD

senior

I'm not saying that Mom's should
become a nonsmoking atrnosphere
(although that would be nice), bat
maybe a fan could be installed to help
air. I hope that
filter the smoke-fille- d
this problem is resolved because
smoking is a dirty habit, and
should not have to deal with
it.

non-smok- ers

AMYBOYDEN
first-ye- ar

NOTE: The Voice encourages
all typed, double-space- d
letters to the editor which do
not exceed 300 words. Letters
must contain the writer's full
name and telephone number
to be considered. Lettersmust
be received by 5 pm. on
Tuesday for Fridays

Being President of the
United States is hardly a
been criticized
not
ways by people with better
ideas on everything from
tax increases to ixxninees
nannies to not cutting the
deficit enough. His
presidential "honeymoon"
seemed to just outlast the
inaugural ball. But as stress
ful as Clinton's job is, there
are even more thankless jobs in the
world. Just take a glance across the
so-call- ed

Atlantic
Imagine if House Speaker Thomas
Foley wanted Clinton s thankless job,
and decided to take Clinton to the
Supreme Court to get it. Then Chief
Justice Rehnquist announced before
the Court had discussed the matter
that he sided with Foley. It sounds
unlikely, and in this country it is. Yet
this scenario parallels what has happened to Boris Yeltsin in Russia Last weekend Yeltsin announced

to rule by decree for a month,
pending a popular vote to decide
whether ultimate power should reside
with the President or the legislature.
He did this in response to constant
challenges to his authority from Ruslan
Khasbulatov, Speaker of the Russian

parliament. The parliament called
Yeltsin's action illegal, pointing to
the 1977 Brezhnev conswution that
established the dorninance, on paper,
of the legislative branch of the government.
Yet that constitution was made for
the US.S.R.
that no
a state
longer exists, and in which the Communist Party, not the government,
held all real political power. This was
a governing system entirely unlike
the pluralistic one thatrtfonn-minded

Russians hope to develop.
In practice, the constitution
bore- - little relation to the
SoVieCreiKty. OT rubber-stam- p
legislatures. Ironically, orJy now that the
is out of date is
anyorie really paving attention to it.
This week the Russian
parliament took the question to the recently formed
Cotumnifl
Constitutional Court, which
ruled against Yeltsin. Now
the parliament is threatening to impeach Yeltsin.
Here's a dilemma for the Clinton
government. Yeltsin is Russia's first
democraticany elected President, and
is considered friendly to US. interests. Any likely replacement, such as
Khasbulatov and his conservative allies, would probably be less democratic and less receptive toward the
West than Yeltsin. Yet it is hard for
Americans, who revere their own constitution as the supreme law of the
land, to applaud a foreign leader for
violating his country's constitution,
however flawed it may be. Yeltsin's
opponents are quick to label this as
hypocrisy.
StilL supporting Yeltsin seems to
be our only viable choice. The lack of
democratic power bases in Russia
apart from this one man has grown
painfully obvious, and this situation
must change for pluralism to have any
hope of surviving there in the long
run. There is frustrating little the
U.S. can do to speed upithis process,
or even to help Yeltsin in the present
crisis. It's hard to say whether increased economic aid to Russia would
arrive in time, or change anything if it
duL
Unfortunately Jlussia's many prob
lems are also Clinton's problems and
America's problems.
con-sututi-

on

-

...
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Theatre's A ntony and Cleopatra
Campus
promises to be a lavish production Band
is merely exaggerated as part of a test

SHAWN FERRY
A

Friday .March 26
Happy Hour!! The Underground, 5 - 6:45 pjn.
Video, Underground, S0

of Antony's love for the Egyptian

F-ditnr

In what has become probably one

of the most talked about and antici-

pated productions to be staged in
Freedlander Theater, The College of

ast

8pjn.-IndianaJones&theL-

ft F

Crusade

Wooster Theatre departmant will
present Shakespeare's classic tragedy, Antony and Cleopatra on Apnl

Saturday , March 27
7:30 and 10 pjn, Mateer, $1 f
Film: A League of their Own. ..

I,2and,3.at8:i5 pjn.' Advanced

tickets are required and can be purchased at theFifeedlander Bok Office.
'
The lavish production will be directed by Annetta Jefferson and features a large ensemble cast of students, many of whom have never
before graced the stage.
The plot, much like the theme of
Shakespeare's equally tragic Romeo
and Juliet, demonstrates the irreconcilable love between the two charac-ter- s
in light of the conflicting interests
between the public and private values
of bom Rome and Alexandria.
Instead of meeting his military and
political obligations to the Roman
triumvirate. Marc Antony (senior
Chris Strompolos in his LS. performance) instead carouses with nis beHeather
loved Cleopatra (first-yeMroczkowski). the appointed Queen
to Julius
fif Egypt and former-love- r

(Tom Hanks and-thRock'
ford Peaches pro ye fhat a.
woman's place is at home,
first, second and third)
e

--

Campus Band Night, Underground, 10 pjn. 2 am, $.75
10 -- 11 pjiu The Twotimers
11 pjn.-1- 2
Two Moons
12-- 2
ajnj Harmon's Depot
Moonlight Bowling in Scot
Lanes from 11 pjn. - 12:30

uu

gjn. Free shoe rental.
Sunday .March 28

7:30 pan. Mateer, FREE!

Classic Film: Marihuana: Weed
with Roots in HeU ( after a few

puffs of the wild weed, crazed
teenagers go skinny dipping
in the ocean- - some fortunately
ever to return, others, unfor- -

ar

Aklirlecpairais'herfethfa
servant, Charmian (senior Tina

9f Caesar.'

Monday, March 29
Domino Building Tournament
Registration ia Scot Lanes. Sign

;

your team up now and hare a
chance to win CASH prizes!

Wednesday .March 30

Video Night, The Under-

ground,!
8 pjn. - Naked Gun

(From the
directors of Airplane and Top
Secret, Leslie Nielsen stars as
lieutenant Frand Drebin, the
y
cop who rebumbling
lies mainly on sheer luck to solve
crimes)
and
10 pjn.-- ("A laugh-giggYou'll be
a
dxiringwim laughter! Movie's
fundon't get any falling-dowbig-cit-

le

howl-cf-a-comed-

'

Trivanovichin her LS. performance).
Defeated in battleby Octavius Caesar (senior Andy Cobb), and learning
of Cleopatra's reported suicide, which

Queen, Antony himself attempts suicide.
The tragedy unfolds not only in
response to Antony's death, but also
mCaesar'sattempts to claim Cleopatra
for himself. . However, the play is
commonly considered to be one of the
lightest of Shakespeare's tragedies,
even frivolous

mparts.

Because of
the exotic set-

tings of this

tragedy
from

the

grand majesty

of

ancient

Rome

and

diers, to the striking apparel of

Cleopatra herself. Due to the work of
staff designer Kim Vaughn, the elaborate cctuming is truly a sight to see.
Outside of the fact that the original
script was cut from five acts down to
four
ay
English and theatre, the staging of the
play itself is also quite elaborate with
27 scene changes and the use of special lighting to distinguish changes in
the settings and action of the play, as
designed by Dale Seeds, professor of

MoCiTofesf

FUR
MAWN
CXMTKAL
WITH THE HYPHOTiZD
ViS. CTH&tl M.O.H.
fdKXKLS
OF THE riAAM

00 WRAf TXY

W

t

TO

AMD BEING KILLED?

n

day Show)

Uptown
Downtown
Thrift
Boutique
250 West North St.

WoosterWooator 5
262-973-

Kermm fr

On

Fod

Cm-a-p)

Specializing in designer
labels ana jewelry:
Forenza
Banana Republic

---

GAP

-- J. Crew
-- LX.Bean
with teltedoms UNDER $10.00

SB&rl

ffll

SSfe

or

sistent

Sat 10p.m.-2p.-

p.m.
The Twotimers
10-1- 1

with

Shakespeare's

original work. A

special class in

Shakespearean

11

acting was even

taught

WHILE

INStOe.
--

t

-

p.m.-1- 2

a.m.

Two Moons

by

ac-tidrof-

"T
AI

m.

The Underground

Jefferson to help
prepare her actors for the difficulty of
performing.
The language is the hardest part of
Shakespeare today "replies Jefferson.
Teoplearen'tuse to speaking in iambic pentameter. They have a tendency to approach it like poetry rather
than their own speech, such as stopping at the end of each line rather than
finding the complete thought,"
The music used between scenes
and in accompaniment with the
play" was especially "an
ranged for the production as composed and directed by sophomore
Matthew Herman.
Tickets for the production are still
available and can still bejpurchased at
the Freedlander Box Office.

mMLLi

3eneShalit,TheTo- -

se-ni-

Pete McKieman, whose work on
mis play comprises the core of his
Independent Study project in his specially designed major in theatre design and production.
One of the challenging features of
mis production is the reading and
performance of the Elizabethan lan-guage by the ac
tors to remain con-

XkM
"Wra
fcjti&&Aj
vvvimw-

y!

nier!"

The set itself was designed by

"People aren't used to
speaking iambic
pentameter. They have a
tendency to approach it
yy
like poetry ...

Athens, to the ever intriguing and
mysterious Egyptian environs of Alexandria
the production will incorporate lavish costuming and an impressive committal to detail from the
armor and weaponry of Antony s sol-

Night

theatre.

12a.m.-2a.-

m.

Harmon's Depot

Admission: $.75

ott

:'
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photos by JOSHUA FAGANS
and MATT DILYARD
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Pete Hourigan gets a lift out of finishing LS.

a is

J

t;

Outside the Underground, crowds ofjubilant seniors exchanged hugs and smiles

after the parade.

jfe

3C

Ill

3C

Dean of Faculty Yvonne Williams and professor of political science and black
studies Akwasi Osei take the lead in Monday's traditional parade across
campus from Kauke Hall to the College Underground.

-

if r;
"..-v--

V-

A
--

V'.-

--i'-

-.

Connie Prince watches as Betsy Albright, Julie Mavis, Holly Slepecky, Jennifer
Coffman, and Sue Shaffner show their relief at finally finishing LS.

r

(

Randolph Miles and Laura Pass accept congratulations upon completing their LS. projects

V.i

Jody King, Leslie Belgrad, Dana DeWeese, and Linda King share a few hard- earned brewskies after surviving tour years at woa

f
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Spotlight on IS.: Tootsie Rolls and buttons

The '$80,000 Tootsie Roll' replaces leftover Christmas candy
REBECCA DEWINE
Assistant Feature Editor
The 99 cent bags of Tootsie Rolls
hang unimpressively between the
packages of orange Circus Peanuts

and shriveled chocolate covered
raisons in the candy aisle at Drug
Mart People walk past the hook of 5
oz. bags all day without noticing

IT

themtreating them as if they were

just cheap chewy pieces of brown

photo by

Senior Lanra Par dash ti shews off her

wtH-deseTv-

ed

MATT DILYARD

Tootsie RoU.

.

candy.
In the context of a drug store, the
Tootsie Rolls are just not really a big
deaL
The attitude toward theTootsie Roll,
however, is a bit different in The
College of Woosier office of the Registrar, just up the road. There, the
tubular candies are honored, they are
cherished, they are coveted, and they
cost about S80.000. Each year, hundreds of seniors triumphantly accept
one piece of candy, after anticipating
the gift for four years and devoting
eight months of hard work to earn it.
It's not that the Tootsie Rolls
granted by the College look any fan
cier than those on sale at Drug Mart
jwith the exceotionof being slightly

.

longer. In fact, they are cheaper. The
College of Wooster buys them bulk
rate from Friendly Wholesale. Still,
the candies whicn are distributed by
the office of the Registrar are perhaps
the most meaningful globs of sugar
the recipients have ever held.
This year. 384 .seniors collected a.
Tootsie Roll when they turned m their

Independent Study.
--

Each senior

walked into the office with twobound
copies of their LS.. and walked but
wilh a pin that reads, "I did it," and a
Tootsie RoD.
. Monday, before the
pjn. IS.
deadline, a group of seniors ambled
down the steps of the Registrar, discussing what they planned to do with
the fresh new Tootsie Rolls in their
hands.
One senior who suggested eating it
was bombarded with protests: That's
an $80X00 Tootsie Roil!" was one
horrified response.
The tradition of doling out Tootsie
Rolls to seniors upon completion of
their Independent S tudy has its origin
in the days when Lee Culp was Registrar of the College. Culp served as
Registrar for Wooster from 1969 and
1985, the longest term for a registrar
4.-0-0

--

since President Lowry brought IS. to
Wooster.
His long term enabled him to witness students using unusual methods
of turning in IS. "fTJ received more
ISs than anyone ever has," Culp
said. I saw everything." He
bered one student whose cheering
friends had to carry him into the
and all
Registrar's officer-be- d
be had been up all night finishing his
and iro too tired to turn it
in on foot.
Culp said he felt students deserved
something for their hard work, and he
began offering hard leftover Christmas candy to students when they
turned in their LS. The practice continued as he and the others who worked
in the office began buying more and
more candy to give to all the seniors
who completed LS. Because the effort was becoming expensive, Culp
said he was pleased when one of the
women who worked in his office found
a place where Tootsie Rolls could be
bought at a wholesale price.
Thus, the Tootsie Rolls became a
tradition. But, as the amused Culp
proudly points outThe tradition was
accidental."
be-cau- se

I.

One wasn't enough: senior Schmitz wanted double trouble
LYDIA AMERSON
Fearure Editor

So, you thought it was a rough year
writing your senior LS .? How would
you like lo write two?
That's exactly what Ann Schmitz.
an English and SIpanish double major,
did this year. Schmitz is the only
senior lo receive two buttons far two
I.theses-Thin- k
about iLThat would
mean two LS. meetings every week,
two first and second readers, and two
orals.
Double majors normally write one
Senior LS., combining the requirements of both departments. Why
would anyone in their right mind
choose to do two if they didn't have
to?
Schmitz says that she thinks doing
two LS for a double major is less
complicated and easier. In addition,
the topics she decided she wanted to
write about really didn't overlap in
English and Spanish.
"Last year both departments approved a Senior LS. topic I was planning on a comparative lit study of
English and Spanish works," said
Schmitz. "But the more I tried to
make the LS. fit in both departments,
the more complicated it got to be."
So Schmitz decided to do what no
other senior would: sign up for two
Independent Study 451 credits.
For her Spanish thesis, Schmitz
applied a feminist critique to the female characters in a 14th Century

j

Spanish play. Her English LS. was
more creative: she wrote a collection
of 23 poems and then analyzed them.
Schmitz claims that she became a
double major by accident; she only
planned to be only an English major
her first year.
"First semester of first year I
couldn't think of any other courses I
really wanted to take, so I signed up
fior Spanish 20 1 ," said Schmitz. "Pn
fessor GabrieliC told me how easy it
would be for me to minor in Spanish,
so I took a few more courses. Then he
told me it wouldn't be hard to major in
Spanish and be talked me into it."
Now Schmitz is planning a career
using her skills in Spanish. Next year
the will be attending Ohio University
to study Spanish. While working on
her masters, Schmitz will be teaching
a Spanish 101 course to undergraduates at the schooL Schmitz says that
she would eventually like to receive a
PhD. in Spanish.
For the record, Schmitz was number 1 1 and 52 in the senior class (and
she finished both theses before spring
break.) Schmitz turned in her English
LS. the Tuesday before break, took a
few days break and then wrapped up
her Spanish LS. by Friday.
Schmitz claims that there are some
positive things about doing two Independent Studies. She thinks the class
setting tends to get boring and enjoys
the one on one interaction with professors. With two LS. courses, she
gets twice as much. The other bonus is

couple of times when she would take
the wrong LS. rnaterials to the wrong
meeting.
In addition, she offers advice foi
anyone considering writing two Se-

1.

nior Independent Studies: Don'l
schedule your LS. appointments on
the same day! Most senicn had trouble
soaping together enough material to
be prepared for one meeting, nevex
mind

two

"Second semester I planned my
meetings on the same day and it was
terrible," said Schmitz. "Saiwimes I
really had difficulty preparing work
for both meetings.
Schmitz won't make any predictions about a grade for either LS. but
win say that she believes mat she

passed them both. Schmitz even
claims that she never got stressed out
over either of her Independent Studies.
photo by MATT DILYARD

LS. comes to aa end: Senior Abb Schmitz proudly displays ber two LS.
buttons. Schmitzfe the only senior who completed two separate IadepeB-de- ot
Studies, the left one la English, the right one in Spanish.
that now that spring break is over she
only has two classes instead of three.
There are some drawbacks, says
Schmitz, lo fitting two Independent
S todies in a schedule. In order to fit in
all of the courses, Schmitz completed
her Spanish Junior LS. during her
Sophomore year. She was also un

able to study abroad for a year with all
of her LS. work.
Schmitz admits that she often had
trouble keeping her two theses straight.
She sometimes began writing ber
poems with a Spanish flair after
working long hours on her Spanish
LS. and also says that there were a
En-gli- sh

"Sure I got frustrated at times but 1
never seemed to get as stressed out as
most of my other friends doing LS., "
Schmitz said.
The one thing that irritates Schmitz
the most is that when people find out
sre wrote two theses, uVy automatically assume that both must have been
"mini" Independent Studies.
"Both of my LS were
projects," she said.
So, when seniors begin complaining about their upcoming orals, teO
them to go call Ann. She has to go
through two them, and one completely
in Spanish.

s

full-fledg- ed
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Wooster Inn under new management
NEWS SERVICE PFT EASE

The Wooster Inn has a new manger. Andrea R. Lazar was named
manager and innkeeper of The
Wooster in February.
In making the announcement

of
Lazar's appointment, William
S noddy, Wooster's vice president for
finance and business, said. The
in naming Andrea as manager is
to have an individual with the expertise to continue enhancing and developing The Wooster Inn as a place to
enjoy a fine dining experience."
A 1970 graduate of the Miami University (Ohio) School of Home Ecofo-c- us

nomics, Lazar also trained under
Parker Bosley, a renowned chef and
restaurantownerin theClevelandarea.
She has completed the Professional
Series culinary program conducted
by the Cookery m Hudson. Prior to
joining the Wooster stafF.I Jgarowncd
and operated Simply Delicious, an
upscale casing business, bakery and
restaurant in downtown Warren.
"It's always been my dream to live

in a college town and run a country
inn," said Lazar. T was bom on a
farm in Kenton in northwest Ohio. I
see this as returning tomyrural roots."
Lazar says her immediateplans call
for putting her touch on The Wooster
Inn's menu. "At first, I plan some
modest changes which will include
adding some vegetable entrees using
as many locally grown fresh foods as
possible," she said. "I believe quality
ingredients are necessary for quality
meals. The menu will be more seasonal and will incorporate more foods
which can be obtained from area suppliers so thM they are very hxsh when
served to our guests.
As the new innkeeper, Lazar offered praise forher predecessor Willy
J. Bergmann, who retired in December after 10 years as the innkeeper.
"Willie should be very proud of
what her accomplished as innkeeper
during the past several years," she
said. Tor instance, he dramatically
increased the room occupancy rales.
People don't come back if they aren't
satisfied,"

What do you do with a major in .

Theater

LISAHANNAN
Staff Writer

Why major in theater? "Because that's all I can do,"
replied an anonymous source. Even if acting is all this
woman is able to do, her options are by no means limited
by her theater degree.
Some obvious career options are acting, teaching,
directing, and play writing. Others find less direct ways
of using their major, perhaps as a drama critic, public
relations specialist, or sales representative. There are
still more opportunities available for theater majors as
clowns, puppeteers, ventriloquists, magicians, and circus barkers. Warning: the lastfive options may be better
achieved through specialty schools and not through a
$80JOOO education.
A theater degree is no easy educational endeavor. To
graduate from Wooster with a degree in theater, one
must have completed a minimum of eleven courses.
This, of course, includes Independent Study which
many theater majors say is the most enjoyable part of
their education.
According to Dale Seeds, chair of the Theater depart
ment, it is most common for theater majors at Wooster
to begin an apprenticeship after graduation. This allows

them togam theprofessional experience gradual
prefer.
Many students, usually those interested in design and
production, skip this intermediate step and begin graduate school after graduatioa Otrien begm career
pletely unrelated to theater, although Seeds estimated
that
of all Wooster theater majors eventually work in some part of theater.
If a theater major chooses to continue his or her
education in graduate school, he or she must choose
between the pursuit of a masters of arts (MA.) or a
An MA. alkws students to
nutstersc fine am
focus on theory.criticism, analysis, and history while an
MF.A is pursued in order to train students for professional careers like acting, directing, play writing, or
technical production. Both of these degrees usually take
between two to three years to achieve.
It is clear that a theater major allows for a number of
unique opportunities, depending on where one's interests lie. (thoseofvou who are oirkjus,adrcusb
is the guy who stands outside the tent and calls out the
circus main attractions.)
three-fourt- hs
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The new Apple
MaantoA Color Classic

Rightnow, your Apple Campus Reseller has

The new Apple
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Color Classic"
a solid performer at a remarkable price. The Macintosh
LC III, which rans 50

Estate
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lie new Apple
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for even more power, the Macintosh Centris" 610. See these new computers
today at wr Apple CarnrRe
as well as service during college. Arxi experience the power of Macintosh.
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For further information contact Chris Hamilton
in Taylor Hall, Room 311, Ext. 2245
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Women's tennis off to fast start Scots upset W & L
PETER JAMES
Sports Editor

WOMEN'S TENNIS
CHRIS MACKY

Staff Writer

MEN'S TENNIS

For the second consecutive year, the three doubles matches.
the College of Wooster men's tennis
At one doubles, Weaver and first-yeteam closed out its pre conference
Ward Fisher fell 6-- 6-- Vicschedule by upsetting the nationally tory would have to come from the
ranked Washington & Lee Genersecond doubles team of Gindele and
als.
Hindle.
After failing on five match points,
And for the second consecutive
year the Scots won by a 3 margin. the duo won the sixth to take the
Wooster completed its
match 6-James and junior
seven match, trip with a 3 record, " Mike O'Regan saved a match point
Knowing that archrival Kenyon on the way to a
6-- 4
win.
had defeated Washington & Lee 3 '
.f
Gindele described the importance
the day before, the Scots needed to
prove to the conference, as well as of the win:The victory was huge. It
themselves, that they were better gave us a big boost After a shaky
than the fifth place team they were start, we needed to show ourselves
predicted to be.
we were good."
Unlike a year ago when the team
The shaky start Gindele talked
split the six singles matches, the about was the 1 --3 mark the Scots had
Scots took the upperhand by winafter four matches. Two of the losses
ning four out of the six.
came at the hands of nationally-ranke- d
Junior number-on- e
Division III team in the Uniplayer Jason
Gindele recorded the strongest win versity of the South and Emory Uniof the young season by defeating the versity. The Scots were easily de29th ranked player in Division III, feated
in both contests.
Robbie MacNaughton.
The lone win against South came
After taking the first set 6-at the number four spot, where Fisher
Gindele dropped the second set at showed no signs of nervousness in
love. But he bounced back in the his first collegiate match by winning
third by mixing up the pace against
Fisher ended the trip 3 in
the hard hitting MacNaughton and singles.
izilaidecisive set
.Jfbe only gomtJheScou grabbed
-- Ironi
Emorycameat second doubles,
finished the tiiu t:
"I played well enough to win, but where the team ofWeaver and Fisher
I'm capable of playing better," com- defeated a strong Emory team in
mented Gindele. "I won with my three sets.
head and not my shots."
The other loss the Scots suffered
came at the hands of the University
At number three singles, sophomore Peter James recorded his best of Connecticut. While Wooster fell
this match gave them confiwin since returning from a back injury. James rebounded from a 1
dence as they were able to compete
first-sdeficit to capture the match with a Division I school.
6-.
The day belonged to Weaver.
James finished with a 1
Playing the most consistent tennis of
mark on the trip.
At number four singles, junior his career. Weaver won both his
James Weaver easily took care of his singles and doubles matches.
6-- 3 .
Fighting spasms in his lowerback,
opponent, disposing of him
defiWeaver posted the best singles mark Weaver overcamea5-- 2 first-sSophomore cit to win in a
After
of the trip, going
David H indie scored the fourth dropping the second
Weaver
took the third
singles point for the Scots by winCombining with
ning a long three-smatch. Hindle Fisher at second doubles, the two
compiled a 3 mark at five and six gave the Scots their only doubles
singles.
;
,' ; ,
point of the match
The Scots may have taken five of . This is the most consistent and
the six singles matches but first-yeintelligent tennis I have played at
Johan Nyblom severely sprained his Wooster," said Weaver. "I've not
lower back in the second set Nyblom
let outside forces bother me."
Nyblom played an incredible inwas winning before he went down
with the injury. It will be at least a spired match at number two singles.
week before Nyblom will be able to After splitting the first two sets,
Nyblom ambushed his opponent in
return to action.
Nyblom ended the trip
With Wooster up 2 after singles, the third
3 overall in singles.
the Scots only needed to take one of
Three of the Scots four victories
n
were at the expense of
College, Goucher College

ar

--

An inexperienced Walsh women's
tennis team visited Wooster on
Wednesday and fell by the score of 0
9--

to the Fighting Scots.
Wooster enjoyed the easy victory
with their first two starters, senior Liz
Richards and first-yeGina Castro,
on the sideline. They were not hist;
head coachChris Hart just wanted to
give them the day off. Therefore, the
rest of Wooster's players moved up
two places in singles play.
Wooster did not drop any singles
matches. Sophomore Emily Fortney
defeated Laurie Haller
at first
singles, while neither first-yeAndi
Reinhart nor sophomore GabrieUe
Wilson lost a single game in winning
at numbers three and four, respectively.
Jill Chokey lost one game at fourth
singles with Laurie Jasperson and
Allison McDowell winning their
2
matches 6-at fifth and sixth
singles, respectively.
Wooster continued to roll in their
doubles matches with Wilson and
0
Reinhart teaming up to win
in
the second position while Jasperson
2nd Stephanie Douglas won at third
doubles
Fortney and Chokey
surrendered the Fighting Scot's only
6-1 victory at first
set in their
doubles.
Though Wooster was not tested on
this day, at least one good thing resulted from Walsh's inexperience. "It
was nice that everyone got to play
today," coach Hart stated.
Regarding the annual Spring training to Hilton Head, where the Scots
compiled a 4--3 record, Hart staled, "I
am very pleased." One of those wins
was over rationally-ranke- d
Guilford
College. The Scots also played
a 6--3 loss to highly ranked
Swarthmore College.
Top performers in Hilton Head were
senior Liz Richards at first sin gles and
first doubles, along with first-yeGina Castro (also at first doubles) and
Andi Reinhart in the fourth
. first-ye-

7

6-1,6-

7

6--

7,

r

4,

6-1,6-

1

6--

-

2-5.'Vin-

lyin

ar

ar

singles position. Individually,

Richards had a very successful trip,
posting a 1 record at first singles
while losing only two sets the whole
trip. Also, with her partner Castro,
she won five of her seven matches at
firstdoubles. Coach Hartcommented
on Richards impressive play saying
6--

3--

-4.

aele.

3--

6--

re-spectab-

nd

7-- 6,

1- -8

V

-3.

6-- 3,

7-- 6.

come-from-behi-

4-- 6,

6--

-2

6-- 0,

4,

4--

ar

2,

3.

--

two-wee- k,

ar

6-1,6-

2,

3-- 6,

4--

et

7-- 5,

photo by NEWS SERVICES

Senior Liz Richards, seen here hitting a backhand, posted a
on the southern trip while only losing two sets.
simply, "She's playing like Liz."
In the fourth singles position,
Reinhart also performed very well,
earning a 2 record.
The week-lon- g
session started on
March 7 with a loss to Haverford by a
score of
Richards and Reinhart
managed Wooster's only two wins at
first and fourth singles.
The Scots bounced back to win a
couple matches the next day. The
first, a 4 defeat over Guilford, was
decided in the final doubles match
5--

7-- 2.

5--

where

Reinhart and Allison

record

6-- 1

7--

an

wr

6-- 3,

6-- 2,

et

4-- 2.

McDowell eeked out a 6 triumph in
the third and final set at third doubles.
Later in the day, Averea fell easily to
the Scots with Wooster's players enjoying straight set victories.
The rest of the trip's match results
fluctuated with Wooster first losing to
three games to six,
4.
then defeating Bryn-MaOn March 12, S warthrnore handed
the Scots their third loss by a score of
but the trip ended on a high note
as the Scots defeated Hamilton easily
with all straight-se- t victories.
Carson-Newm-

2--

1.

5--

tie-break-

er.

2-- 6,

7-- 5.

et

3--

2-- 6,

6-2,6-

-1.

ar

6-- 0.

4--

4--

Carson-Newma-

1

'13

if
LOADED WEAPON

7:15

&

(PG-13-

&

9:15
9: 100

Who is the only NBA player in history to average a triple double for
an entire season?

Wooster dropped only one match
against three teams.
"I predict that if everyone stays
healthy, we will win the conference,"
stated Weaver.

Each week the Sports Editors offer you, the reader, the opportunity to win
S5. All you have to do is be the first lo call the Voice office at x2598 with
the correct answer, and you win the cash prize. Leave a message if nobody
answers. Tim Faust won the Feb. 26 Chalien ge by correctly identifying the
1976 Indiana Hoosiers.

The Scots next match will be against
the Kenyon Lords, defending NCAC
champs, on Thursday. Kenyon has
defeated Wooster in the conference
finals in each of the past two years.

)

HOMEWARD BOUND (G)

7:00

and Wayne State University.
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East Coast storm
keeps Spring Break
athletes at bay
continued from front page

from the forces

team was
but they still
were able to play three games in
re-arrang- ed

Lexington, Virginia, against
They ended up

The women's tennis team's

Carolina:

Hamilton,

n,
Swartbmore, Havexford,
Guilford and Averet The
team finished with a record of
Team member sophomore Emily
Fortney said the matches were a
good experience. "A lot of people
learned and got in shape,'' she said.
motivated us to get into competing. I think everyone did very welL"
Only the women's lacrosse team
got to play their four scheduled
scrimmages without interruption
Carson-Newma-

3-- 3.

It

Team member sophomore Laura
Slingjuff said the team lost the four
scrimmages but played welL
think we did well for having a lot of
beginning players playing outside
on a field for the first time, she said.
When events were canceled, some
teams were forced to stay inside
because ofweather conditions. They
took the opportunity to relax.
"We stayed in our house all day
and watchedTV," sophomore Mark
Hoven, men's tennis team member,
said.
Others took this chance to have
fun and to explore the new cities
they were in.
"We went shopping at an outlet
maU arid then went out to get some
Gary Nye, a golf-teafood," first-yemember, said.

1

2-- 1.

schedule was also changed. Even
so, they still had the opportunity to
play six schools in Hilton Head,

South

SOFTBALL
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I

m

ar
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of Mother Nature.

The team played Babson, Ml
Hoiyoke, Amherst and Wesleyan.
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Woostefs newest and best tanning facility
teds Diamond sun bulbs
'
Wooster's only face tanners
WHOLES AI ,E DIVISION: Beds, Lotions: 262 -- 1827
7 Sunquest Wolff

Women 2nd, men 5th in NCAC meet
PAUL KINNEY
Staff Writer

It

sophomore Michelle Alviti, who
grabbed third in the shot put; senior
Krista Hicks, who finished fifth and
..sixth inborn the long jump and triple
jump; and senior Barbie Thompson,
who took sixth in the 500 meter dash.
The foursome of Arnold, Thompson, O'Neill and Roberts was victori
ous in the4x200 meter relay. This was
an especially sweet win since Arnold,
who was leading the field, was cut off
by an Ohio Wesleyan runner on the
handofl. The Bishops, wnoedgedout
Wooster at the line, were disqualified

ar

as a result of the poor display of
sportsmanship, which in turn gave
Wooster its rightful first place.
The 4x400 relay team won in the
final event of the meet to allow the
Fighting Scots to overtake Ohio
Wesleyan for the second place finish
in the team standings. That foursome

consisted cloberOfcill, Thcmp-so-n
and senior Marya Cross.
Allegheny won the women's title
with 1 16 points. Wooster was second
with 82 points.
"Each of our women really stepped
it upanotch," stated Rice. "Everyone
was asked to extend themselves, and
they did. It was unbelievable a great
way to end the (indoor) season.
Despite the fact that the men s team
competed without standout performer
Sky Green (absent for personal reasons), several other men stepped up
and performed admirably.
Eric Dyrhsen, a senior, finished
second in the triple jump (42-- 4 .5),
followed by senior teammate Pete
).
"Eric's
Hourigan in fifth
performance gave us quite a lift,' said
Rice. X3etting those right points was
a big boost."
Seriicrs Marc Dcbree,Jason Hudson
and Steve McMillan also turned in
impressive finishes for the Scots.
Decree finished fourth in the shotput
with a personal best throw of 42-while McMillan ran a personal best
time of 4: 14.24 in placing seventh in
the 1500 meter run.
Hudson provided one of the most
thrilling finishes of theaftemoon with
a second place finish in the 800 meter
run, just getting edged out of first
place whik posting a time of 1:58.06.
Junior Wheeler Spaulding ran his
way to a second place finish in the
5000(15:44XfoQowedbyseniorChris
(40-9.75-

4,

;

Bomthewomen'sandmen'steams,

which survived some severe weather
conditions in Florida over break, will
make their outdoor debuts on Saturday as they travel to Muskingum for

a

non-conferen-

meet

ce

Hit Aurora Uaivcnity
.

"

.

Semester in the

Street In the Liberty House Wooster, OH. 44691

YOUR NEXT STEP:
GRADUATE EDUCATION AT
THE UNIVERSITY OF CINCINNATI

Levy in sixtrt Also coritributing9orne
much-needpoints was first-yeAlex Dawe, who ripped off an impressive third place finish in the 3000
in 932.
Both men's relay teams slated to.
do well going into the meet, found the
going to be rather tough.
In the 4x200. Wooster ace Pieter
Salverda was in third and quickly
closing in on top two teams when his
knee gave out coming around the
final turn in his leg.
The sophomore got up and finished, but instead ofa top three finish,
the foursome, which included junior
Dave Bower, sophomore Dan Hawes
and first year Damon Holmes, settled
for a disappointing fifth place finish.
The 4x400 team also had its share
of hardship as Bower, who was in a tie
for first with Allegheny, had the baton
knocked out of his hand by the 'Gator
runner. Bower clutched up the baton
and finished his leg, but the team
finished a disappointing sixth place.
Allegheny, who went on to win the
event, was disqualified for the action,
but Wooster again had to settle for
fifth place instead of a possible second or first place finish.
Despite all of the setbacks, coach
Rice was pleased with the final standings. XffguYS realty put it together,"
stated an exuberant Rice. "We could
have very easily finished eighth or
ninth, but our seniors really showed
great leadership. To finish fourth was
great. I was totally amazed."
Allegheny won die team tide with
131 points. Denison came next with
116, followed by Ohio Wesleyan
(76J). and Wooster (57).
ed

ar

--

It's neither too early nor too late to think about...

INDOOR TRACK"

While most of the Wooster student
body was making its way homeward
on March 5 .me Fighting Scot men's
and women's track teams were on
their way to compete in the NCAC
conference championship meet
The women's team pulled together
fora strong second place finish in the
team standings, while the men returned with a respectable fourth place
showing. In addition to the women's
finish, juniors Claire Roberts and
Emily Moorefield made provisional
standards for Div. Ill nationals,
Roberts rolled to a second place
finish in the 400 meter dash with a
qualifying time of 59.57 seconds, and
Moorefield also added a second place
finish in the 1500 meter run in4:51 .26.
Moorefield added a victory in the
1000 meter run.
First-yeMelia Arnold cruised to
an incredible upset victory in the 55
time of
meter hurdles in a season-bes- t
gave us a huge lift,"
9.98 seconds.
admitted elated coach Dennis Rice.
Tt was probably the turning point in
the meet for us.
Other laudable performances were
turned in by junior Shannon O'Neill,
who finished second in the 55 meter
dash and third in 300 meter dash;

For appointment call 262 1837
416 East Liberty
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Wooster falls to eventual champ Scots
quick start
MEN'S BASKETBALL

I

BASEBALL
MIKE HOUSEHOLDER
Assistant Sports Editor

MIKE HOUSEHOLDER
Assistant Sports Editor

The Scot men's basketball team's
season came to an abrupt halt on
March 6 when it was defeated in the

i

The Fighting Scot baseball team
roared to a 3 mark during their
spring trip to Florida. Wooster
7--

NCAA Division III Tournament.

Ohio Northern downed Wooster 88-to eliminate the Scots in the second
round of the tournament.
Ohio Northern, who went on to win
the national championship, used 60
percent shooting from the field to
dismantle the Scots' defense, which
wasranked first in the nation. Wooster
was yielding a mere 57 points per
game going into the contest before
Ohio Northern's offensive explosion.
The game saw Ohio Northern jump
halftime bulge. The lead
to a 6
was largely due to the difference between the number of shots taken by
each team. Wooster only managed IS
shots, while Ohio Northern took 28.
It only got worse for Wooster in the
second half as Ohio Northern opened
its lead on the Scots thanks to torrid
shooting. Ohio Northern shot 68
from the field in the second half.
A balanced scoring attack by Ohio
Northern also contributed lo the toss.
Four Ohio Northern players scored in
double figures.
62

outscored its opponents 106-4- 0 during an impressive spring trip.
Wooster opened up the 1993 campaign against Chicago State on March
7. The Scots trounced Chicago Stale
10--2
to pick up its first win of the
season. The Scots also won the next
two games, first againstFairmont State
,
and then against John Carroll
21-0-

10-- 3.

After splitting with Aquinas, losing
the Scots
and winning 10-3
posted a win against Washington 11-19-1-

37-2-

L'
--

j

,

0.

Wooster then defeated Kean 17-- 1
and St. Xavier 2 before dropping
7--

their final spring trip contest to Kean

4-- 2.

per-ce- nt

The Scots' lone

RESULTS
O MEN'S BASKETBALL
Ohio Northern 88, Wooster 62
MEN'S TENNIS
Spring trip:

4-- 3

WOMEN'S TENNIS
Spring trip: 4--3
Wooster 9. Walsh 0
Wooster 9, Ashland 0

BASEBALL
Spring trip:

7-- 3

MEN'S LACROSSE
Spring trip:

2-- 1

O INDOOR TRACK
NCAC Championships:
Men: fifth place
Women: second place

double-figur-

"Barry Bonds hit 223 his

first year."
Pittsburgh Pirates manager
Jim Lejland on the prospect of
having three rookie starters.
(USA Today 325)

KRISTEN WHTTAKER
Staff Writer

Kevin Wickander on his best
friend Steve O tin's death in a

boating accident.
(USA Today 325)

2.

1

The Wooster men's and women's

national teams flew to Atlanta this
spring break to compete against the
best in the nation.
The women's national meet was
the first week of break. Wooster was
well represented by junior Tammy
Liz Helstein,
Behringer and
Debbie King and Peggy Teale. The
women's meet went very well with
three Wooster school records falling

and many personal best times
achieved.

On the first day of competition,

Debbie King broke her own
indid
school record in the
vidual medley. She swam a 2:10.48
on her way to a ninth place finish and
honorable mention status. S he broke another school record
the second day with her tenth place
individual medfinish in the
ley (4:39.61), another swim earning
honorable mention recd
ognition. In her final event, the
breaststroke. King had a per- first-ye- ar

SWIMMING&TTIVINC,

can

400-yar- d

All-Americ-

an

200-yar-

1

sonal best of 230.27 which earned
her a seventeenth place. She missed
making the consolation finals in the
event by two one hundredths of a
second.
Junior Tammy Behringer also had
meet. In the final day
a record-settiof competition, she broke her older
d
sister's school record in the
butterfly with a time of 2:1 1.41. She
finished twelfth in the event and also
honorable menearned
tion for her swim. Behringer also
d
in her
finished twenty-nint- h
freestyle (5:18.65) and twenty-secon- d
ng

200-yar-

All-Ameri-can

500-yar-

in her

200-yar-

AH-Ameri-

"I'll never get over it"
Cleveland Indians pitcher

photo by PAUL BORDEN

Senior Brian Buchanan takes a jumpshot daring his final game for
Wooster. The Scots fell to the eventual Division III National
Champions, Ohio Northern, 83-6-

er

Scot swimmers perform well at nationals

first-yea- rs

QUOTE OF
THE WEEK

v

v

m

7.

Pitchers picking up wins for the
Scots on the spring trip were senior
John Ramsier , junior John Ramby ,
junior Brett Beech, with two wins
Brian Makowski
each, and first-yewith one win.
Senior third baseman Erik Hagen
led the team in baaing average (.462),
runs baaed in (14), and hits (18). Also
hitting well for Wooster was junior
centerfielder John Tomlinson, who
hit 319 with three home rum and 1 1
RBI. Tomlinson's .759 slugging percentage leads the club.
The Fighting Scots take on Denison
in the first North Coast Athletic Conference showdown of the year on
Saturday and Sunday at Art Murray
Field. The teams will play a double-headon Saturday and one contest
on Sunday.
ar

e

scorer, sophomore center Doug Cline,
managed 28 points.
Although the Scots were bounced
from the second round of the tournament, Wooster had a great basketball
season. The Scots rattled off 13
straight wins before the Ohio North-egame and won the NCAC postseason tournament for the second consecutive season. Wooster also appeared in the NCAA tournament for
the third straight season. The Scots
finished at 21--

1,

100-yar-

d

butterfly

(1:01.22).
First-yediver Liz Helstein was
the third member of the Wooster team
honorable
to be named
mention. Helstein earned this honor
in her tenth place finish on the
board (329 DO). She was the
in the country in this
top first-yeevert. She also dove well on the
three-metboard finishing twenty- ar

All-Ameri-

can

one-met- er

ar

er

first (325.00).
The final member of the Wooster
women's national team also had a
Peggy Teale
good meet First-yewas close to a lifetime best with her
backstroke in
d
1:01.88 in the
She
which she finished twenty-fir- st
also put in good performances in her
freestyle (26.42) and her 200-yabackstroke (2:17.08). She took
respecand twenty-firtively.
The fourwomen teamed up to swim
freestyle relay. The
the 400-yar-d
place with
relay swam to twenty-thir- d
a 3:59.94, a very respectable time
considering Liz Helstein 's specialty
is diving, not swimming. In the end,
the team ended up with twenty-seve- n
and a half points which put them in
twenty-fift- h
place.
"We were extremely happy with
the women's performances at Naar

100-yar-

50-ya- rd

thirty-severi- th

rd

st

tionals," said head coach Keith

Beckett. We accomplished the goals
we had set for the women's team with
r,
our swims in Atlanta. We felt,
that we would have been stronger had our relay, which made a "B"
bow-eve-

cut time standard, been invited to
swim in the meet."
The following week, senior Tom
Hungerford, the only member of the
men's national team, made his mark
inthepooL On the first day of competition he swam a lifetime best 500-yafreestyle (4:44.55) en route to
rd

twentieth place.
The following day, he was eighindividual medteenth in the 400-yar-d
ley with a 4: 19.96. On the final day of
competition, Hungerford swam his

signature event, the

1650-yar-

d

He bettered his NCAC
Conference time, swimming to
freestyle.

16:08.43. His time earned him
status and seventh place in
the country.
"Our goal was to keep Tom in the
top eight in the country for the fourth
year in a row," assistant coach Brian
Vereb commented. Tom had some
great swims and we're glad he could
finish out his senior year on a high
note."
The National meet wrapped up
Wooster's 1 992-9-3 Division lU swimming and diving season..
All-Arneri-

can

